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Description:
From Library Journal Not all "free agents" are highly paid athletes whose main skills
are dunking a basketball or hitting a baseball. In fact, as Pink (contributing editor, Fast
Company) reveals, over 25 million Americans are now self-employed, and fewer than
one in ten works for a Fortune 500 company. This excellent work synthesizes the
seismic shift in attitudes about and patterns of work in the economy from the early
1950s era of William Whyte's The Organization Man to today's independent worker, the
free agent. Pink astutely summarizes what this major shift in the definition of
employment now means to millions of Americans and explains the various types of
free agents (including soloists, temps, and those involved in their own microbusiness).
Other chapters cover examples of how self-sufficiency works so well for numerous life

situations, while in many cases free-agency employment does not work well at all. This
work may not be rooted in empirical research, but Pink's thorough review of the
literature and his extensive roadwork interviewing hundreds of independent workers
successfully merges psychosocial data with pragmatic reality. This major contribution
to better understanding the trend toward independent contract work is highly
recommended for all university libraries and larger public libraries. Dale Farris, Groves,
TX
Copyright 2001 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.
From With Manpower, Inc., the temporary agency, the nation's largest private
employer and one-quarter to one-third of American workers operating as "free
agents," this author offers analysis of this "new economy" and advice on how to
succeed in it. The Fast Company cover story that Pink, a former Gore chief
speechwriter, wrote on the growth of "free agency" produced so much feedback that
he traveled across the country with his young family to interview "America's new
independent workers" for this book. Pink examines facts and figures, explores the
roots of increasing free agency, and considers the new work ethic, employment
contract, and time clock it generates. He outlines the structure of free-agent work and
major disruptions (especially for involuntary free agents) and offers some predictions
about how this new paradigm will affect institutional arrangements, including
education, "e-tirement," real estate, finance, and politics. Pink understands how busy
free agents are; each chapter closes with "The Box," which punchily summarizes the
chapter's key points. Mary Carroll
Copyright © American Library Association. All rights reserved --This text refers to an
out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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for working smarter and living better. One More Thing: A few paragraphs about an idea that's caught my attention and seemed worth
sharing. I have read this site's privacy policy and give my consent to be subscribed. Free Agent Nation book. Read 57 reviews from the
world's largest community for readers. Widely acclaimed for its engaging style and provocative perspecti...Â Exceptional book on what
Pink calls â€œthe future of working for yourself.â€ He developed this book after more than a year of face-to-face interviews with several
hundred workers, describing it as â€œas ground-level view of a revolution in how Americans work and live.â€ Pink is not saying that
everyone will become a free agent (or should, includes a link to a website with password to find out if you are cut of the free agent cloth),
but many will be making the leap. He writes in an entertaining and di Exceptional book on what Pink calls â€œthe future of working for
yourself.â€ The future of the Self-Employment Income Support Scheme has been revealed. Find out more in our latest blog post:
http://ow.ly/iuHZ50zVEbu. The Chancellor has revealed that the Self-Employment Income Support Scheme will provide eligible
applicants with the opportunity to apply for a freeagent.com.Â Working for yourself comes with a lot of DIY tasks and responsibilities.
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Book Overview. Widely acclaimed for its engaging style and provocative perspective, this book has helped thousands transform their
working lives. Now including a 30-page resource guide that explains the basics of working for oneself. It's about fulfillment. A revolution
is sweeping America.

Free Agent Nation and millions of other books are available for Amazon Kindle. Learn more. Books.Â Even if you are in a seemingly
secure job, you should take a large measure of responsibility for your own career, thinking like a free agent or as someone who may
become one with very little notice. This includes taking initiative to develop new skills, even funding training out of your own pocket. It
may include purchasing your own computer equipment, reference materials and business cards when your employer will not. The third
and best reason to read this book applies to those working for large companies as well as free agents, second-shifters, and other
independents. Even if you are in a seemingly secure job, you should take a large measure of responsibility for your own career, thinking
like a free agent or as someone who may become one with very little notice. This includes taking initiative to develop new skills, even
funding training out of your own pocket. It may include purchasing your own computer equipment, reference materials and business
cards when your employer will not. This book encourages all of us to prepare for portability to another organization--or to no
organization. We are more occupationally and financially secure if we listen to this advice. A final thought. Buy a cheap copy of Free
Agent Nation: The Future of Working book by Daniel H. Pink. Widely acclaimed for its engaging style and provocative perspective, this
book has helped thousands transform their working lives. Now including a 30-page resource Free Shipping on all orders over $10.Â
work-family balance. For example, he describes the way that peer networks are providing the type of career support that formerly came
from within large corporations. Whether you like it or not, the gravitational forces between individuals and large corporations are
weakening. In the future, how will business be re-organized? How will the economy function? Daniel Pink asks the big questions, and he
comes up with a lot of fascinating answers. Widely acclaimed for its engaging style and provocative perspective, this book has helped
thousands transform their working lives. Now the paperback edition features a comprehensive 30-page resource guide that explains the
basics of working for oneself. Show More. No Reviews Available. Free Agent Nation: The Future of Working for Yourself. Quantity. 1.Â
Disclaimer: The price shown above includes all applicable taxes and fees. The information provided above is for reference purposes
only. Products may go out of stock and delivery estimates may change at any time. Desertcart does not validate any claims made in the
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Nation has a sense of faith that our systems and institutions will naturally evolve to work for more people, as more and more of us work
and live in a new economic order: that the risk that has shifted so thoroughly to individuals will get balanced out a tad. Sighâ€¦ not so
much. Not so far, anyway.Â Iâ€™m the CEO of 42Comms, a consultancy working with the visionary leaders and teams building the
future. Iâ€™m writing a book, Every Startup is a Campaign. I tweet @sbeinla.

